
Enjoy the professional benefits of the X range.

Today’s professionals demand speed, connectivity, and mobility. Thanks to dynabook’s 
engineering expertise, the latest devices from the Portégé range exceed all expectations. 
Powered by the latest full-power Intel® Core™ processors and Intel® Xe graphics,  
these sleek, dependable devices deliver, no matter what the work day may bring.

Discover a range of devices precision-engineered for success. 

The new Portégé X Series

X30L-J 

Full power 11th Gen 
Intel® Core™ processors

FHD non-glare screen 
with narrow bezels

Microsoft Secured 
Core standard 

Airflow cooling system Backlit keyboard
 Meets and exceeds 
Microsoft Modern 
Device specification 

WiFi 6
Tested to extreme  
MIL STD 810G standards

Take the lead with Windows 10 Pro devices

X40-J
X30W-J

2 X Thunderbolt 4  
USB-C ports



The world’s lightest* 13.3" convertible with an 11th Gen Intel® Core™ processor.
Introducing our ultimate mobile 2-in-1 convertible. Engineered to exceed Intel®’s exacting new 
Evo™ classification, this 13.3" 360° convertible laptop puts a complete toolset at your fingertips –  
in a package that weighs less than a kilogram.

Portégé X30W-J
Ready now. Ready for anything.

Up to 16-hour battery life  
with Quick Charge

At a glance

360º convertible 13.3" displayAES Stylus Pen

Instant Wake

*Based on 13.3" convertible laptops with 11th generation Intel Core processors as of 2020/11/04, research conducted by dynabook Inc.

What is Intel® Evo™?
Intel® Evo™ laptops are engineered to help remove lag, distractions and dependency 
on battery chargers – ensuring exceptional experiences from anywhere.

To qualify for the coveted Evo label, devices must meet certain  
specification and Key Experience Indicator requirements including:

Astonishingly  
light at 989g

Best in class connectivity 
• Thunderbolt™ 4 and WiFi 6 (Gig+)
• High quality audio, webcam and 

display
• Sleek, thin and light and  

2-in-1 designs with narrow bezels

Responsiveness  
from anywhere
• 11th Gen Intel® Core™  

i5 or i7 processors with 
 Intel Iris® Xe graphics

Longer battery life 
• 9+ hours real-world 

battery life

Instant Wake
•  Less than  

1 second wake  
from sleep

Fast charging 
• 4 hours battery  

on a 30-minute 
charge

Robust, flexible 
magnesium alloy chassis

Mg

Full power Quad-core 
11th Gen Intel® Core™ 

i5 or i7 processor

Intel® Iris® Xe graphics

Intel® Evo™ Certified

Anti-glare ultrabright  
Full HD screen with 

Corning® Gorilla® glass



The Portégé X30L-J is the ultra-lightweight, solid business laptop specifically crafted to give 
on-the-go-workers access to the latest technology, wherever they travel. At only 906g and 
featuring up to 15 hours of battery life, this device keeps users going – at full speed.

Portégé X30L-J
Lighter than light, stronger than strong.

What is MIL STD 810G?

At a glance

FHD Sharp IGZO 
screen option offers 
high brightness, less 
power consumption

Precision engineered full 
magnesium chassis for 
strength and lightness

Full power Quad-core 11th Gen 
Intel® Core™ i3, i5 or i7 processors

Optional switchable 
e-privacy filter

Webcam shutter and optional 
Face Authentication

Passed extreme  
MIL STD 810G testing

HDMI 2.0

Super lightweight 906g

All X series devices are tested to MIL STD 810G, internationally recognised as the most challenging environmental tests.

They are subjected to a range of scenarios including:

It’s a great way of ensuring the devices can cope with the stresses of modern working.

High temperatures 
(30°C–60°C)

Low temperatures 
(down to -20°C)

Drop tests  
from 76cm

Dust tests Altitude tests 
simulating 4,750m

Vibration tests Shock tests

Optional Intel®  
Iris® Xe graphics 

Mg



With a sleek, mobile and robust design, the Portégé X40-J is elegantly engineered to help 
you power through every working day with the utmost security. Even with the powerful 
11th Generation Intel® Core™ processor powering through your heavy tasks, the advanced 
cooling system works tirelessly and quietly to protect the device and keep work on track.

Portégé X40-J
Power your productivity – securely.

What is Microsoft Secured Core PC?

A Secured Core PC is a modern Windows device that 
comes with the highest level of hardware, software 
and identity protection, right out of the box.

All dynabook laptop devices are engineered with 
security at heart, built around our unique in-house 
BIOS, and built to meet and exceed the rigorous 
certification standards raised by Microsoft.

Hardware
Trusted platform module (TPM 2.0)
Modern Intel CPU
SecureBIO (biometrics)

Firmware
Dynamic root of trust 
measurement (DRTM)

Software
Virtualisation-based security (VBS)
Hypervisor code integrity (HVCI)

Optional, switchable 
e-privacy filter

Up to 14-hour battery life

Only 1.4kg and 
17.9mm thin

Webcam shutter and optional Face Authentication

At a glance

Lay-flat 180° hinge 

Optional Smartcard Reader

Full power 11th Gen 
Intel® Core™ i3, i5 or 
i7 processors

Optional Intel® Iris® Xe graphics 



Portégé X30W-J, X30L-J and X40-J 
Overview.

Find out more: emea.dynabook.com

Portégé X30W-J Portégé X30L-J Portégé X40-J

Processor
11th Generation Intel® Core™ 

processors, powerful  
Intel® Xe graphics

Up to 11th Generation  
Intel® Core™ i7 processor  

with Intel® Iris® Xe graphics

Up to 11th Generation  
Intel® Core™ i7 processor  

with Intel® Iris® Xe graphics

Display

360° convertible,  
Sharp IGZO FHD, 13.3" 

touchscreen with Corning® 
Gorilla® Glass

Sharp IGZO FHD, 13.3" 
optional e-privacy  

or touchscreen

14" FHD, 
optional e-privacy  

or touchscreen

Battery Up to 16-hour battery life  
with Quick Charge

Up to 15-hour battery life  
with Quick Charge

Up to 14-hour battery life  
with Quick Charge

Weight 989g 906g 1.4kg

Special features
Instant Wake,  

8MP FHD camera with  
Touch Auto Focus, 360° hinge

Lay-flat 180° hinge,  
Gigabit LAN port,  

optional Smart Reader

Lay-flat 180° hinge,  
optional Smartcard Reader

Security

Microsoft Secured Core, 
optional Face Authentication 

or Fingerprint Reader, 
dynabook BIOS

Microsoft Secured Core, 
optional Face Authentication 

or Fingerprint Reader, 
dynabook BIOS

Microsoft Secured Core, 
optional Face Authentication  

or Fingerprint Reader,  
dynabook BIOS

Take the lead with Windows 10 Pro devices


